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Introduction: A significant fraction of olivine and Ca-poor 

pyroxene grains in primitive extraterrestrial materials are very 
low in Fe, and Mn-enriched. These LIME silicates (primarily 
olivine) have wt% MnO/FeO > 0.1, and usually <1.0 wt% FeO. 
They occur in Allende (CV3) silicates [1], interplanetary dust 
particles [2], Type I chondrules [3] and amoeboid olivine aggre-
gates [4,5] in CR chondrites, and Wild 2 cometary particles [6,7]. 
Here, we clarify the reduction/oxidation conditions in which the 
Mn component (tephroite, Mn-Ol) of olivine solid solution may 
be may be more thermodynamically stable relative to the Fe 
component (fayalite, Fe-Ol), in vapors of solar composition, and 
in vapors enriched in a dust of CI chondritic composition [8,9]. 

Methods: (1) Reactions involving O2 (e.g., 2Mn+O2 = 
2MnO) in a Grxn=RTln(fO2) vs. temperature (T) were plotted on 
the classic nomogram [10, Fig 14-4]. Previous results for CI-dust 
enriched systems [8] were used to compute the stability (Grxn) of 
olivines with mole fractions 0.1 and 0.5 Mn-Ol and Fe-Ol, rela-
tive to solar, 100xCI and 1000xCI chemical systems at total pres-
sure (Ptot) 10-3 and 10-6 bar, vs. T. These curves illustrate the rela-
tive stability of Mn-Ol and Fe-Ol, by their intersections with 
RTln(fO2) calculated for each chemical system. (2) A Mn-, Ni- 
olivine solid solution model [11] was integrated into the code for 
vapor-solid-liquid equilibria in cooling gases [8,12], to predict 
MnO/FeO in silicates in particular chemical systems. 

Results: In vapor of solar composition LIME olivines are 
stable at T where olivine is in equilibrium with vapor, and some 
Si remains in the vapor. In systems enriched >50x in CI dust 
[8,9], Fe-Ol becomes stable at T higher than Mn-Ol. 

Discussion: In chemical systems where Mn-Ol becomes sta-
ble at higher T than Fe-Ol, significant forsteritic olivine 
(Mg2SiO4) has condensed at even higher T. This is consistent 
with textures in AOA olivine with Mn-rich rims [4]. LIME oli-
vines are sensitive indicators of oxygen fugacity. In chemical 
systems investigated here, they are only stable in reduced vapors 
(solar composition). Silicate melts are not stable in such systems 
except at Ptot > 10-2 bar [9, plate 7], consistent with most (but not 
all) LIME olivine occurring in melt-free primitive materials. 
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